In getting an existing engineering drawing to be reuse, the first step to be done is to search for the appropriate file. To get the desired drawing, an engineer will have to access every file. This procedure consumed much time and energy as there might be lots of files and folders related to the drawings. To ease engineers search for old engineering drawings, the extraction of the table structure has to be done. This paper describes review on recent research in extraction of engineering drawing tables. Along the way of this reviewing process, the weakness and downside of previous researches has been identified.
INTRODUCTION
When a designer designs a new engineering drawing, they will refer to the previous valid design documents that are the same or nearly match with their new design specification. This is due to the fact that the previous designs have been reviewed, analyzed and proven to be successful. By referring to the previous designs, it likely saves significant resources and manpower [1] . In getting an existing engineering drawing to be reuse, the first step to be done is to search for the appropriate file. To get the desired drawing, an engineer will have to access every file. This procedure consumed much time and energy as there might be lots of files and folders related to the drawings. The best way to search for an old drawing is by applying an electronic-based search in the operation system compared to the manual search which required an engineer to read the content of the drawings. The limitation in the search process based on the operation system, the information states only the names of the files. In engineering practices, the name of the files does not necessary match the drawings. It might not state information on the drawings such as the name of the drawings, the designer, the date, the version number and other information. By reading only the files name, it could not visualize the real picture to engineers about the content regarding the engineering drawings. It becomes more complicated if the files name is written by using the project code and engineers do not aware of the certain project code representing to related project. Engineers also face difficulties to obtain the latest version of the drawing especially which are related and dependent to other several drawings [2] . Therefore, to gain information in the table, information extraction need to be done to access to the required information. Besides, by extracting information consists in the table itself, the information gained is accurate and free from problems.
To ease engineers search for old engineering drawings, the extraction of the table structure has to be done first, for text is not only written in the tables, but also in the whole of engineering drawings including the text which reflected the dimension, text notation and other component. On top of that, extraction also has to be done in differentiating the tables. The search information process is facing with difficulty if there are mistakes in the process of the extraction tables. In engineering drawings, there is a possibility of the existence of more than one table. Besides the title block, the table in engineering  drawings is a table representing information such as the Bill  of Materials (BOM) , revision block, product structure and so on. Every schedule prepared different information and convey different meanings. For example, certain table explains about data regarding the engineering object whilst the other table explains data regarding the evaluation of the object [3] .
The purpose of this paper is to review recent research in extraction of engineering drawing tables. This paper has been divided into two parts. The first part deals with review on related works in extraction methods of engineering drawings tables. For the second part, the weakness and the downside of the extraction methods will be analyzed and discussed.
OVERVIEW OF INFORMATION EXTRACTION IN ENGINEERING DRAWING
According to [4] the process of extraction is the process of extracting of CAD data in order to obtain details of products and processes that contribute to the production of the product. Basically, CAD data contains data on geometry and non geometry. Geometry data is a collection of objects described by CAD drawing of lines, arcs and circles. While nongeometry data are related to object attributes such as length, thickness, radius, diameter and label [5] . In this research, tables that will be studied is consider as non-geometry information. Geometry and non geometry data is closely related to information products [5] . [6] classified the automatic recognition of engineering drawings problems into three levels at which the first is the identification of low-level graphics primitives, the second stage of identification of highlevel graphical objects, and the third level of high-level intelligence interpretation and analysis. There are several types of tables in engineering drawing such as title block, bill of quantity/materials, revision number and so on.
Fig 1: Example of engineering drawing

CHALLENGES ON TABLE EXTRACTION METHOD
As mentioned in [3] and [7] , new methods are needed because of the great differences between engineering tables in engineering drawings and other documents. The first challenge to be resolved is to extract the information needed in engineering drawings that contain geometry and nongeometry information. This introduces the challenge of information extraction. These challenges are due to the various information such as the text, graphical primitive symbols and dimension located within tables in engineering drawings. Secondly, the problem is the recognition physical structure of tables. There are more than one table exist in engineering drawings, hence it creates the need to distinguish between a tables with another tables. For example, one engineering table describes section data of some engineering objects, while another gives their evaluation data [3] . Another challenge is the structure of the table. Many research focusing on detecting the intersections with regards of searching a set of perpendicular and parallel lines [7] and find all the enclosed rectangular regions [8] , [9] . As one of the information type exist in tables is text, searching by text itself can be done to find the related information in engineering drawing tables. However, by searching information available in the tables using text based, it expose to time consuming because text field on a drawing composed of an abundance of line and text object [10] . Figure 1 shows example of engineering drawing.
RELATED WORKS
There are few researches particularly focusing on the extraction of information from engineering drawing tables. For example, [9] suggested an application in indexing engineering drawings whereby the method needs the design of the model. This research is using the rectangular detection algorithm which detects the existence of any rectangular which contains several dots. However, the algorithm used has several weaknesses, it only focuses on the extraction of the title block and not on other tables existed in the drawings. It recognizes the title block based on the starting registration point, which referring to the bottom-right corner of the drawing frame. Based on this registration point, the algorithm then detect the rest set of rectangular.
A research by [11] presented an application that helps an extraction of information from drawings obtained from a telecommunication company. The application is focusing on the location of the title block. It is used by handler to help in correcting the title of a drawing. The first step taken by this application is by extracting the straight lines of the petite regions in the drawings by using the FAST method. The box with the biggest region that fulfilled certain criteria of the width-to-height ratio will be chosen as the title field. Since this research suggested a specific conclusion regarding problems they had to overcome such as telephones, the approaches could not be implemented to other problems. [12] suggested a method to identify automatically a location of a title block in a scanned technical drawing. It is based on a signal measurement which is being
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A research done [7] suggested an automatic system analysis in extracting structured knowledge from an engineering drawing table. The technique could analyse the layout of the drawings and extract the physical and logical structure. Based on the automatic analysis, this research suggested normalization method in the integration between the varieties of engineering tables compared to the engineering drawings in extracting the knowledge domain within. Besides that, this research successfully did search on straight lines from raster images with the use of Global Line Vectorization which suggested by previous researchers. With the application of this algorithm, the text could be recognized after identify the straight lines and symbols omitted from the drawing images. Based on the mean distance extracted from the straight lines nearby and parallel, the size could be determined in searching of the connected character box. The extraction of the straight lines nearby could be the guidance in search processes because of most of the text in en engineering drawing blocks are serial or parallel with the table lines. The weakness in this research is that it could not detect parallel and perpendicular lines which might contain errors.
Y. Cao et al. (2005) [8]
had produced a methodology to control a version automatically which concentrate on the automatic version identification. The methodology applied is by analyzing the layout of a square region from a drawing frame and the information related to the version then is extract with the help of keywords defined in the database. Three major steps in analyzing a layout of a rectangular are by, firstly is to identify the rectangular positioned at the below left or right of the drawings. The rectangular is made from a group of rectangular and followed according to the keywords defined in the database found at the square. However, the weakness of the methodology is that it will analyze one-byone, the region of the rectangular of the whole drawing and make sure of the keywords had been defined or not. This method is time consuming as it has to scan the whole drawing where there are a lot of rectangular needs to be analyzed. The proposed technique in this research extracts version information in a drawing frame using a model-based method. When a new drawing is introduced to the system, it selects a predefined pattern most similar to the drawing frame used in the new drawing and extracts the information based on the selected pattern. However, the technique is not suitable for engineering drawings with different layout plan because predefined patterns should be prepared and implanted into the system before version extraction. It takes a lengthy time for the system to find the appropriate pattern. Moreover, if the frame pattern of new drawing does not exist in the predefine pattern located in the database, the system fail to do the extraction process which does not suit the variability of title block structures.
Meanwhile Mahmood (1999) [13] addressed the problem of extracting indexing keywords from engineering drawing images by localizing image structures called title block. In order to locate title block, they used technique of 2D pattern localization in unsegmented images called location hashing.
The weakness of this technique is it unable to locate title block which has different layout plan as it requires a learning step to establish a model for each structure to locate. [14] had suggested an automatic found system from an unknown relationship between engineering drawing files and 3D CAD models. In this research, engineering drawings is in the form of images where the scanning process is done where the resolution applied is less than 300dpi. The title block is identified manually on the engineering drawings and contains a cropped title block. The cropped title block is identified according to the type and is compared to the existing template. However, the system has limitation due to the usage of the template in determining the type of a title block. If it is found out that the title block is not suitable to the template, the title block could not be identified and the information extracting process failed to execute. Extracting the straight lines of the petite regions in the drawings by using the FAST method. The box with the biggest region that fulfilled certain criteria of the width-to-height ratio will be chosen as the title field.
Ondrejcek et al. (2009)
Case-based problem. Not suitable to implement on other type of engineering drawing. Focus on title block extraction only.
L. Najman et al (2001)
Based on a signal measurement which is being calculated on the title block.
There is a case rejected, especially because of the difficulty with the frames and the region of the title block, which part of it is being erased or perpendicular. T. Lu et. al (1997) Extracting structured knowledge from an engineering drawing table by implement Global Line Vectorization algorithm.
Could not detect parallel and perpendicular lines which might contain errors.
Analyzing the layout of a square region from a drawing frame and the information related to the version then is extract with the help of keywords defined in the database.
Time consuming Need to scan the whole drawing where there are a lot of rectangular needs to be analyzed. Not suitable for engineering drawings with different layout plan because predefined patterns should be prepared and implanted into the system. T. S. Mahmood (1999) Implement technique of 2D pattern localization in unsegmented images called location hashing.
Unable to locate title block which has different layout plan as it requires a learning step to establish a model for each structure to locate. M. Ondrejcek et al. (2009) The title block is identified manually on the engineering drawings and contains a cropped title block. The cropped title block is identified according to the type and is compared to the existing template.
Using template in determining the type of a title block. If it is found out that the title block is not suitable to the template, the title block could not be identified and the information extracting process failed to execute. Focus on title block extraction only.
RESULT & DISCUSSION
As mentioned before, there is a possibility of the existence of more than one table in engineering drawing. A typical bill of material is shown in Figure 2 and revision block in Figure 3 . Looking at the majority of the existing information extraction technique and algorithm for table in engineering drawing, we can observe three things. First, most published works reported for engineering drawings with different layout plan of drawing frames, predefined patterns should be prepared and implanted into the system before information extraction take place. Therefore, the method unable to extract information if the layout is not same with predefined layout in the database.
Second, most current information extraction methods assume that the table in engineering drawing is perfectly structured and the lines are well connected between them. Third, there is no available method that can solve problem if there have an error found in the table where the table lines are not interconnected with each other.
In determining the existence of tables, algorithms that detect rectangular assume that horizontal and vertical lines are perpendicular [9] . Perpendicular and parallel lines that make intersections are connected and the degree is always 90 degrees. However, most of the commonly used algorithms in table recognition in engineering drawing are unable to make a correction if the intersections which supposedly connected are not connected. This raises issues and brings challenges to the information extraction of table in engineering drawing.
SUMMARY
This paper describes review on recent research in extraction of engineering drawing tables. Along the way of this reviewing process, the weakness and downside of previous researches has been identified. This paper began with brief scenario in information extraction on engineering drawing and ends with analysis and discussion.
